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About This Game
Invite a friend to explore the strange, yet beautiful world of darkness and light in Shadow Puppeteer, an award-winning, local coop adventure.
Assume the roles of a boy and his shadow, separated from one another by the evil shadow puppeteer. Work together to
manipulate light, solving puzzles that bring you closer to finding this villain and freeing other shadows he has stolen.
Winner of the 2015 Indie Prize Director’s Choice Award and applauded for its stunning art, enchanting music and clever
puzzles, Shadow Puppeteer will captivate players from beginning to end.

Key Features

Single Player or Local Co-Op
Enjoy Shadow Puppeteer by yourself or with the company of a significant other, family member or friend in sharedscreen co-op.
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Easy-to-Learn Controls
Optimized for controllers, Shadow Puppeteer is easy to pick up for players of all skill levels.

Entertaining Puzzles
Harness the power of light to solve cleverly crafted puzzles in 2D and 3D space.

Rich Atmosphere
Breathtaking 3D art and an amazing soundtrack transport you to the delightful world of Shadow Puppeteer.
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Title: Shadow Puppeteer
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sarepta studio
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2014
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher
Processor: Quadcore 2.4 Ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Shader model 3.0 with 512MB of VRAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 4 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card
Additional Notes: We recommend playing this game with controllers

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish
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Just collect for badge :). we need mutiplayer. Magical Time Bean. Sadly, I cannot recommend this game. It *looks* good, but it
lets you down. The core of the game's problems is an overall lack of polish. Seems like the developers spent a lot of time on the
cinematics and not enough time on the core gameplay.. Egosoft has finally made X Rebirth the best game in the series!. Game
won't load.
I bought this game today, and it turns out the game wont load. I am not the only one with this problem.
I don't know why it wont load, but I would not recomend bying the game until the problem is fixed.
. Fun game but not enough depth. It's better than the average online game about oil mining you'll find and a little deeper than the
mining in Capitalism 2 but overall just not enough on the management side. You're simply yielding a resource and selling it for
the market average, hoping to get a good deal.. A horse, a horse! My kingdom for a horse!
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Delivers on what it promises. While I personally can't give less of a damn about challenge modes in games, I see how that can be
appealing to some people, especially with the combat system having quite a lot of deph (if you're in for the challenge).. A fun
tug of war game where you pick weaponry and amount of segments desired for your battlepillars and send them across the
screen to engage the enemy who is doing the same. Various weapons are better in some situations that others, so you have to
pick with care and react to what the enemy is doing, as well as determine if you want to armour up or hope to blast the enemy
before you take too many casualties.
There is certain a lot to experiment with, as the various weapons systems are very distinct with different damage levels, ranges,
side effects, as well as some other segments to add armour, slow the enemy, or apply a damage over time effect, etc. You also
have to factor in length - the longer battlepillars have more health and survivability as well as firepower (normally), but move
slower across the screen - so if you want to use heavy armored battlepillars with lots of segments to defend "glass cannon" units
that do the damage you will need to plan ahead to ensure they get there before the previous one dies.
The single player campaign is pretty good, there is a reasonable amount of variation even apart from the boss fights which mix
things up further, and of course you unlock new weapons and upgrades as you go along. Multiplayer is presumably pretty dead
unless you have some friends to play with that probably isn't going to be a reason to get it at this point. Overall though, it is an
easy recommend even for just the single player portion.. This game runs at a maximum of 1650x1050, not even 1080p.
The gameworld is super zoomed in, after you've defeated the first "boss", you see at most 3 places on the screen. But if they
zoomed it out you could see the entire map without any trouble.
Took about 8 hours to beat, it's fairly fun. Must've gotten the game in a bundle somewhere but i wouldn't pay 9€ for this.
Maybe 5€ at most if you really like poker-match games.
The AI is harder in the start than they are in the end. I lost more games in the start than i did in the end. The AI isn't really that
smart either, often playing right into your hands. It only really cares for cards that give you 4-5 of the same card in the stack.
But if you save for a straight flush it doesn't care to hoard those cards needed.
I had fun playing this game, i just wish it was a little better. Accidentally seeing this game has "Mixed" reviews prompted me to
write my very first one ever. Seeing the user reviews is probably my most used parameter (after video + screenshots) to decide
whether or not to purchase the game.
I feel the problem here is that more people that enjoyed the game should write a review.
This game is simply the best cave flyer \/ gravity shooter of modern times. As another review says, the negative reviews given to
this game are for the wrong reasons (and worthless).
Gravitron 2 borrows a lot of the good stuff from my favorite Commodore 64 game, Thrust:
- Tight and responsive controls.
- Health and Fuel resources to manage.
- Missions inside asteroids\/planets.
- Increasing difficulty until becoming quite insane (which is part of the charm of these games)
While adding a few other interesting things:
- Different enemies \/ challenges (moving platforms, lasers, missiles, etc.).
- Rescuing scientists.
- Great Music.
If you love any gravity shooter from the old days, you can't miss picking up Gravitron 2.. Not the best story and rather short,
although there are options and multiple ending. The art is also rather meh, but not the worst.
I'll say its 5/10 playable but nothing special
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